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Abstract With the support of cross-lingual transfer learning techniques, the performance of named entity recog-

nition (NER) for low-resource languages has recently received considerable improvement. However, the performance

of existing methods still falls short on token-free low-resource target languages, such as Classical Chinese. In this

paper, we target NER for Classical Chinese, and propose a method for token-free cross-lingual NER zero-shot

transfer based on the ByT5 model. We build a Modern Chinese-Classical Chinese entity alignment model with the

ByT5-based Modern Chinese NER classifier to obtain the predicted labels of Classical Chinese corpus. Following,

we train a pre-trained language model for Classical Chinese and fine-tune it using supervised learning methods in

combination with the prediction labels obtained. We evaluate our approach on a widely used Classical Chinese NER

dataset C-CLUE and obtain better results than various baseline methods in the token-free condition and reduce the

computational requirements for training the model.
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1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) for low resource lan-

guages where labeled data is scarce has always been a chal-

lenge in the field, and the advent of pre-trained language

models has improved the situation for solving this prob-

lem. The latest large-scale pre-trained language models

(LLM), such as GPT-3 [1], BERT [6], T5 [18] and other self-

supervised models that are pre-trained and fine-tuned on

large-scale corpora have substantially improved the perfor-

mance of NLP tasks in low-resource languages since they

do not rely on labeled data for training [15]. Building on

this, the development of cross-lingual transfer learning tech-

niques has led to significant performance improvements for

many NLP tasks, such as named entity recognition (NER),

especially for those languages with low resources [8]. A num-

ber of transfer learning methods provide some pseudo-labels

for low-resource target languages by using pre-trained cross-

lingual language models of the source language, thus allow-

ing the target language model to learn in a zero-shot config-

uration [5], [8], [20]. This enables the training of models for

low-resource languages no longer relies on expert annotations

and large-scale labeled datasets. In terms of specific applica-

tions, taking the Classical Chinese language, a low resource

language, studied in this paper as an example, the study [12]

points out that there are a large number of unlabeled Classi-

cal Chinese texts that have not been included as part of the

language model training, and with the help of LLM, these

corpus sets are able to be used.

However, despite the fact that the aforementioned methods

have brought a considerable improvement in the performance

of NLP tasks, restricted by the limited corpus of the target

language and the feature differences between the target lan-

guage and the source language, there is still much space for

improvement in the performance of existing methods on un-

labeled, low-resource target languages. Existing studies ar-

gue that the fact of large pre-trained language models trained

on general-domain texts makes them difficult to transfer to

some domain-specific texts [15], [22]. General-domain texts,

such as English and Modern Chinese, differ significantly from

the linguistic features of Classical Chinese [12], [22]. On the

other hand, the small size of the extant corpus of Classi-

cal Chinese, compared to other languages, limits the perfor-

mance of LLM self-supervised learning.

Further, aside from the problem of limited dataset size,

Classical Chinese has additional word separation require-

ments compared to most modern languages. In contrast

to European languages such as English and German, Chi-



nese and Japanese do not use whitespace as a boundary be-

tween words, and Classical Chinese goes further by not hav-

ing markers as separators between sentences, which makes

word separation more challenging [9]. The Classical Chinese

corpus with expert annotations for punctuation is very lim-

ited, and expert annotations are subject to certain errors.

Existing studies have shown that the accuracy of Classical

Chinese word separation affects performance on other down-

stream tasks like NER [2]. The performance of existing at-

tempts to pre-train and transfer learning directly on Classical

Chinese without word separation and markers is limited.

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on exploring how to bet-

ter implement the NER task for token-free Classical Chinese.

We argue that the transfer learning approach via Modern

Chinese-Classical Chinese entity alignment on the unlabeled

corpus can perform better than the traditional automated

word separation combined with supervised learning methods

and direct training using LLM in a zero-shot setting.

We propose a token-free cross-lingual zero-shot transfer

learning model based on the ByT5 model [23] to process the

Classical Chinese NER task. The method is based on a Mod-

ern Chinese NER classifier based on ByT5, a pre-trained

token-free byte-level language model that directly processes

the raw text, combined with the entity alignment method

to obtain prediction labels for corpus of Classical Chinese.

This is followed by training a pre-trained language model for

Classical Chinese and fine-tuning it using supervised learning

methods with the obtained prediction labels.

We evaluate our model on the open-source Classical Chi-

nese text dataset C-CLUE [10] and compare it with existing

baseline methods. It turns out that our model achieves the

best performance in the Classical Chinese NER task. We

also conduct ablation experiments to analyze how the com-

ponents of our model affect its performance.

2 Related Works

2. 1 Chinese NER Task

A lot of existing work has been done on the Chinese NER

task. Early work trained language models based on word sep-

aration, e.g., LSTM-CRF [16], Latice-LSTM [25], etc. Sub-

sequently, some LLM-based work and the development of

transfer learning techniques have driven the progress of Chi-

nese NER tasks. For example, the BERT-wwm model [4],

which uses BERT as the framework and incorporates certain

whole word masking strategies, and the RoBERTa model

[14], which adjusts the selection and experimental configu-

ration of its hyperparameters based on BERT, are widely

used as baselines for Classical Chinese NER problems. Also

based on BERT, some studies that trained on large scale

Classical Chinese corpus, such as AnchiBERT and Siku-

BERT achieved better results compared to traditional mod-

els [7], [22]. Some other models, such as deep neural net-

works, have also been applied in Classical Chinese NER prob-

lems [24]. However, as mentioned earlier, still limited by the

scale of the original corpus of Classical Chinese, the perfor-

mance of LLM on Classical Chinese is still deficient compared

to its performance on other modern languages.

Several transfer learning and contrast learning methods

have been used to train Classical Chinese language mod-

els. One research uses a contrastive learning approach to

enhance machine reading comprehension of both languages

by contrastive learning of Classical Chinese and Modern

Chinese [13]. The AT-CCNER model uses an adversarial

transfer approach to transfer the word segmentation features

learned by the language model from large-scale translation

to Classical Chinese, obtaining better performance than ex-

isting approaches [17]. It is evident from these studies that

it is difficult to apply LLM directly to the training of a low-

resource language like Classical Chinese, and that with some

combination of learning from a broader corpus, such as trans-

fer from Modern Chinese to Classical Chinese, can usefully

enhance the performance of the experiments.

2. 2 Token-Free Language Models

The shortcomings of current research on token-free lan-

guages have been noted in some existing studies. For ex-

ample, the ByT5 model, a byte-level sequence-to-sequence

model, is based on the T5 architecture to design a Trans-

former architecture that processes raw text (i.e., bytes) di-

rectly, rather than language processing on sequences of words

or subwords, on language-independent, token-independent

NLP tasks [23]. This approach gives a significant perfor-

mance boost for tasks in token-free languages, and is the

reason why this study employs ByT5 as the basis of our lan-

guage model. Classical Chinese, as a language that does not

delimit words and sentences with punctuation and whites-

pace, makes the application of models with tokenizer on it

difficult, because these steps of dividing the raw text into

tokens are usually based on whitespace and markers. In

addition, since all e-texts in Classical Chinese are entered

manually, there is a certain amount of noise and mis-entries

in them, which can negatively affect the results of both the

word segmentation and the non-token-free methods. Com-

paratively, ByT5 excels in processing noisy text data due to

features such as direct processing of raw text [19]. For these

reasons, this paper argues that the ByT5 model is a good

match for the linguistic properties of Classical Chinese, it

avoids the interference of errors in intermediate steps such

as word separation on the final results, and weakens the dis-

advantages of the absence of markers that make the language



Figure 1 Framework

model difficult to apply directly.

Nevertheless, the reason we did not directly train the Clas-

sical Chinese language model using ByT5 is that the model

only shows more prominent performance with limited model

size and its performance varies on languages with different

token compression rates [23]. Relatively, we use the Mod-

ern Chinese NER classifier parameters of ByT5 as a source

of transfer learning to achieve better performance by fine-

tuning. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first

to use a token-free language model to deal with the classical

Chinese NER problem.

2. 3 Cross-Lingual Pre-training Models

The most widely used cross-lingual pre-training model in

existing studies is the multilingual version of BERT, which

has achieved leading results in various NLP tasks. Whereas

for low-resource languages, some studies have trained cross-

lingual models based on BERT on large amounts of data,

such as XLM-RoBERTa, showing the conclusion that fine-

tuning for low-resource languages can further improve model

performance [3]. In addition, some existing researches en-

hance the effect of fine-tuning on NER task by entity align-

ment from source to target language in pre-training phase

[11], [26]. Therefore, this work try to improve the effective-

ness of ByT5 on Classical Chinese by using transfer learning,

entity alignment and fine-tuning from Modern Chinese pa-

rameters of ByT5 model to Classical Chinese.

3 Methodology

3. 1 Model Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the framework of our model. The

model is divided into three main components, which are (1)

using ByT5 [23]’s token-free NER classifier for the source lan-

guage (Modern Chinese) to label the training set corpus of

the target language (Classical Chinese) with prediction la-

bels after building a Modern Chinese - Classical Chinese en-

tity alignment during the translation procedure; (2) using

ByT5’s architecture to train a preliminary pre-trained lan-

guage model for the target language; and finally (3) fine-tune

the pre-trained language model for the target language using

supervised learning methods in combination with the predic-

tion labels obtained. Eventually, the model will result in a

zero-shot token-free NER classifier for the target language.

3. 2 Entity Alignment

The target language corpus is limited by the presence of

relatively frequent missing or difficult-to-read parts, and the

existence of a range of heterogeneous or rare Chinese char-

acters, which results in a much larger character set size com-

pared to other languages and impacts the effectiveness of a

range of NLP downstream tasks, including NER. Hence, we

use entity alignment to address this issue. To achieve entity

alignment, we first translate the unlabelled corpus for the

target language, align the translated source language with

the target language for entity alignment, and label it using

the NER classifier with ByT5 for the source language. The

entity alignment is performed using the exact match method.

3. 3 Pre-training Based on ByT5

We adapt the ByT5 architecture to pre-train the corpus of

the target language. Since T5 architecture is capable of im-

plementing major NLP downstream tasks, the trained ByT5

model is able to perform NER task after a simple fine-tuning.

The corpus used for training is token-free.

3. 4 Cross-Lingual Fine-tuning

We obtain prediction labels for the target language train-

ing in the zero-shot configuration by the entity alignment

method and ByT5 NER classifier, and we apply these labels

to the initially trained target language ByT5 model for super-



vised learning to obtain a zero-shot token-free NER classifier

for the target language.

4 Experiments

4. 1 Dataset

We evaluate our model using the Classical Chinese NER

dataset C-CLUE [10]. The dataset includes six named entity

categories including person (PER), location (LOC), organi-

zation (ORG), etc. Separately, limited by the size of the C-

CLUE dataset, we use Daizhige（1）, a Classical Chinese text

corpus including 15 thousand and more texts from various

Classical Chinese literature, as the source of training set for

the model. We preprocessed this training set, including re-

moving invalid tokens from non-Classical Chinese texts and

non-UTF-8 characters that cannot be used as model inputs.

Then, to match the use of the ByT5 model, we convert the

raw text characters from Traditional Chinese to Simplified

Chinese.

4. 2 Pretraining Setup

Considering the size of the dataset, our model uses the

same configuration as ByT5-small [23]. The model uses a

transformer encoding-decoding model with 12 encoding lay-

ers and 4 hidden layers, and 300M parameters. We pre-train

the ByT5 model for 1 million steps on token-free text with a

maximum sequence length of 1024 bytes and a batch size of

220 tokens. The experiments are run on Google Colab plat-

form with Google Cloud TPU v2-8. In all experiments, the

same network layers are set with the same parameters and

perform in the same experimental environment.

For NER task, we fine-tune ByT5 for 1000 steps with the

settings of a constant learning rate of 0.001 and a dropout

rate of 0.1.

4. 3 Evaluation Settings

The NER task uses Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score

as metrics. As the indicator that reflects the model perfor-

mance in a balanced way, F1 will be used as the primary

indicator to measure the results of our experiments.

Table 1 Experimental Results on C-CLUE Dataset

Method P R F1

BERT-Base 29.82 35.59 32.12

BERT-wwm 32.98 43.82 35.40

RoBERTa-zh 28.28 34.93 31.09

BiLSTM-CRF 49.76 54.77 52.15

Lattice-LSTM 51.96 56.92 54.33

Our Model 52.21 56.94 54.47

（1）：Available at: https://github.com/garychowcmu/daizhigev20

4. 4 Baselines

We compare the performance of our model with the mod-

els commonly used in Classical Chinese NER task, including

BERT [6], BERT-wwm [4], RoBERTa-zh [14], Lattice-LSTM

[25], etc.

5 Results

Table 1 shows the experimental results of different models

for the NER task on the C-CLUE dataset.

The results show that our token-free model obtains the

best experimental performance compared to the above mod-

els. This reflects that our model can better handle the char-

acteristics of Classical Chinese which is difficult to be seg-

mented and the raw text has no punctuation marks. The

main reason for this result is that the token-free model

matches better with the Classical Chinese language in terms

of word segmentation, amount of tokens, grammatical pat-

terns, and other factors.

First, considering that Classical Chinese is featured by the

absence of punctuation, traditional methods, such as LSTM-

CRF, need to perform word segmentation first before imple-

menting the NER task. Existing studies show that the qual-

ity of word segmentation directly affects the performance

of the NER task. Compared with languages such as Mod-

ern Chinese and Classical Japanese, word segmentation in

Classical Chinese is more difficult. The inevitable errors in

word segmentation eventually degrade the performance of

the NER task. Therefore, this paper uses the token-free ap-

proach to avoid the problem of word segmentation. This pa-

per further argues that the language model based on token-

free architecture is also applicable to other downstream tasks

that are affected by word segmentation.

On the other hand, this paper argues that the advantage

of applying a token-free model on Classical Chinese is not

only the avoidance of the word segmentation process. Con-

sidering that there are many variants of Classical Chinese

vocabulary and that the text has a lot of noise (e.g., human

input errors, unreadable parts of the original text, etc.), the

dataset carries noise, and the total number of tokens is large,

all these factors decreases the performance of the pre-trained

model. In contrast, the token-free model is thought to reduce

the interference of these problems because it does not deal

with characters/words, but directly with bytes. Further em-

pirical studies are still needed to explore whether token-free

models may also have better results in downstream tasks in

other languages without punctuation.

Finally the transfer learning approach is able to deal with

the limited corpus of Classical Chinese as a low-resource lan-

guage. Since the corpus set of Classical Chinese is consider-

ably small in size even if it is unlabeled. This paper shows



that the transfer learning and entity alignment methods can

effectively improve the NER task performance of Classical

Chinese.

6 Ablation Study

To analyze the effect of different factors on the validity of

our model, we conducted ablation experiments on the model,

as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Results of Ablation Experiments

Method P R F1

Our method [ByT5+Transfer] 52.21 56.94 54.47

-Cross-lingual Fine-tuning [ByT5] 49.28 55.18 52.06

Effectiveness of transfer learning: To test the effectiveness

of transfer learning, we perform experiments after remov-

ing the part of transfer learning from the model. The results

show that our model with transfer learning included has bet-

ter performance compared to the ByT5 model trained on the

Classical Chinese corpus only.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a token-free cross-lingual zero-

shot transfer learning model for the Classical Chinese NER

task. Through a series of experiments, we show that our

model can effectively improve the performance of the NER

task. We find that the token-free model, such as ByT5, can

handle the linguistic features of Classical Chinese well. In ad-

dition, the transfer learning approach can effectively address

the problem of limited size of the target language dataset,

and the performance of the NLP task in the target language

can be improved by transfer learning from the source lan-

guage to the target language.

In future research, we will compare the models with more

baselines. Further, we will perform more experiments to

validate the model, including validation of entity alignment

methods, comparison of using architectures (e.g., replac-

ing ByT5 with BERT, mT5, other token-free models like

Charformer [21], etc.). In addition, the generalization ability

about the findings of this paper in other languages as well as

in other NLP downstream tasks can be further discussed.
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